The privileged preference representation used for combinatorial problems has been the objective function. It is almost exclusively used at every aggregation levels of a hierarchical preference model, and has remarkable structural properties as transitivity and completeness. These properties are often judged too restrictive, because some important aggregation concepts are incomplete by definition, as efficiency and equity. Moreover, preferences are not necessarily transitive because of uncertainty. For all these reasons, we decided to enlarge objective function-based combinatorial problems toward weaker structured preference concepts: preference binary relations.
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Given a set of solutions S, a preference binary relation ≽ of an individual on S can be interpreted as a mapping from S × S to the set of fundamental attitudes AF = {indifferent, better, worse, incomparable}. The power set of AF minus the empty set and AF is called the set of attitudes P PR R(AF). When S is an explicit solution set, preference binary relation is explicitly represented. But in an implicit solutions set environment as for constraint-based problems (S is then a Cartesian product) this way of modelling is inadequate. We then propose a new soft constraint called preference constraint, dedicated to preference binary relations on constraints systems. So, the preference constraint, noted {c≽[α, x]} α, x , describing the preference binary relation ≽, is the set of constraints {c≽ [α, x] , ∀ (α, x) ∈ P PR R(AF) × D V } on the variable set V, with D V the Cartesian product of domains D(v) for all v ∈ V. Each constraint c≽ [α, x] is parameterized by a solution x and an attitude α, and its feasible set is made up solutions y ∈ D V such that y α≽ x, with α≽ indicating the attitude α of the preference binary relation ≽. In a digraph context, the feasible set describes the neighborhood of x in the solution set according to the binary relation α.
Preference constraints offer great flexibility for preferences elicitation: Complex evaluation models of solutions involve several viewpoints from several individuals, which are methodically synthesized with various aggregations rules in order to obtain a single collective preference binary relation. In this kind of hierarchical preference model, each aggregation rule is represented by one preference constraint defined recursively. Consequently, the instance of a constraint-based combinatorial problem can be defined as a couple (C CS S, {c≽[α, z]} α, z ), called preference-based constraint system, where C CS S = (V, D, C) is a constraint system describing the set of solutions, and {c≽[α, z]} α, z is a collective preference constraint. To tackle real world problems, each preference constraint is designed as a global constraint parameterized by α and x, and next used in Branch-and-Bound-based algorithms. A first implementation solving the nurse scheduling problem gives encouraging results.
